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Analysis of ST and Statement of Function Dimensions of language user
1. Geographical origin: non-marked, standard American English 1. Social class: non-marked, educated middle class 3. Time: non-marked, contemporary American English
Dimensions of language use
Medium: simple
Written to be read, as realized by the following linguistic means: Syntactic means
	Absence of elliptical clauses, contractions, contact parentheses and comment parentheses, and any kind ofspoken language signals such as 'well', 'you see', 'you know', etc.;
placing of expanded subordinate clauses of purpose before the main clause: this is a focusing device typical of the written mode as its use in spoken language is restricted by performance constraints, e.g. V3;
	presence of expanded postnominal modification resulting in the separation of the head of the subject noun phrase and the corresponding finite verb. This construction is typical of the written mode as there are performance constraints in spoken language: IX(.
Lexical means
Absence of qualifying modal adverbials, interjections and other subjectivity
markers typical of the spoken mode.
Textual means
	The text is predominantly emic. There are a few pronominal references to the addresser and the addressees; however, the immediate circumstances of the production and reception of the text are clearly irrelevant for the organization of the message. As a result of this, the text is largely determined through text-immanent criteria and is marked by an explicitness and elaborateness typical of the written mode;
	lack of repetitions resulting in a lack of redundancy;
	frequent use of passivization as a typically 'written' means of complex syntactic linkage for text-constitutive purposes, i.e. especially for the preservation of the theme—rheme sequence, e.g. II,, IV,, V,4, X(, XI,.

Participation: complex
Monologue with addressees being directly addressed and given instructions. However, the addressees' potential reactions are not being taken into account by the addresser. The addressee-oriented nature of the text is thus limited to the direct address and the request for action. This characterization is manifest in the following linguistic means:
Syntactic means
	Presence of second person personal and possessive pronouns for direct address: I,, V, VI,,, VII,;
	presence of requests put to the addressees through the use of the verb 'require' in the passive, modal auxiliaries of obligation, and the mandative subjunctive in a 'that' clause: Vl4, VI,,;
	absence of interrogative sentences. This is indicative of the predominantly monologous character of the text which - with the exception of the participatory devices listed above in (a) and (b) - allows for no direct (even imaginary) participation of the addressees.

3. Social role relationship
Asymmetrical role relationship: addresser has de facto economic authority over the addressees.
	Position/role of addresser: president of an international financing company, of which the addressees are shareholders.
	Situational role of addresser: representative of the interests of the company informing the shareholders about recent developments in the company.
The role relationship as manifest in the text may be detailed in the following way: in the interests of his company (IOS), the president is diplomatically indirect, non-committal and evasive, avoiding any statement of an assumption of direct responsibility for the new VCL-company 011 the part of IOS. The relationship is an impersonal, distant one: the shareholder is not being approached as an individual but as a type, as a member of the class of shareholders. The text's role relationship is further characterized by a deliberate attempt 011 the part of the addresser to downplay his own and the company's power status and give the addressees the illusion of possessing more influence than they really have. The addresser flatters the addressees and tries to create a feeling of security, loyalty and trust in the well-being of the company. This characterization of the text's role relationship has been derived through an examination of the following linguistic means:
Syntactic means
(a) Use of second person singular personal pronoun 'you' and possessive pronoun 'your' in a specific way, i.e. for addressing corporate members, not 'persons' as such (witness the substitution of'each shareholder' for 'you', e.g. in II,): V, (4, VI. ,. VII,. Notable is the use of these personal and possessive pronouns in 'flattering contexts' only, i.e. in connection with possible rights, actions, etc. on the part of the addressees;
	use of the first person plural personal pronoun 'we' to refer to the addresser or the company (IOS) or the 'Board of Directors', i.e. the addresser avoids referring to himselfasan individual (although the letter is personally signed):

V,. VI,:
	frequency of impersonal constructions using impersonal 'it' and existential 'there' as well as passives: the use of these devices is indicative of a desire on the part of the addresser to be cautious and 'hedgy' and to avoid specifying a causer or agent. In using these devices, the addresser also intends to give the addressees the impression that it is not the company that requires them to do something (e.g. fill out a form) but that they are agents of their own free will merely obeying some ulterior abstract necessity: Vl4, VI,, VII, 4, VIII,, X,, XII,;
	preponderance ofnon-human subject noun phrases, adding to the impersonal character of the text: II, ,, III, ,, IV, ,, V,, ,, VI„ VII,, etc.;
	use of subjunctive in a 'that' clause: VI, - 'asked that you designate' as opposed to the alternative: 'asked you to designate'. This is a marked choice in English. The effect of the 'that'+V subjunctive construction is such that the addressee is not the direct recipient of a request or command by the addresser but is left his own free agent. In other words, this structure has the illocutionary force of a suggestion whereas the structure 'asked you to designate' would have the illocutionary force of a request in the context of this text.

Textual means
	Deliberate attempt to underplay the role of IOS through putting IOS in non-focused position in prepositional phrases IV,, VIII, ,, XI,;
	deliberate overall organization of the text such that the addressees are first being presented with the change as a /tn7 accompli and given its many positive sides, and that they are only later (paragraph IX) being given the reasons (negative ones) for the change.

A. Social attitude
Consistent with the impersonal, distant relationship as outlined above, the social
attitude of the addresser towards his addressees as reflected on the level of style is
/
a formal one: Syntactic means
(a) Frequency of complex noun phrases showing both multiple premodification, post modification and discontinuous modification, which add to the text's abstractness and impersonality. Examples may be found in nearly every sentence, therefore a specific listing is unnecessary;
	deletion of conjunction 'if plus subject-auxiliary inversion: XII, — 'than would have been possible had those operations ...';
	completeness of clauses (no elliptical clauses); absence of contractions (cf. 1. Medium);
	frequency of impersonal constructions using 'it', 'there' and passives: preponderance of [-human) subject noun phrases: use of subjunctive in a 'that' clause (for all of which see 3. Social role relationship).

Lexical means
	Presence of words and phrases marked [+formal] due to their restricted use in impersonal - in this case, business - situations, e.g.: II. - 'declared', 'payable on and after', 'shareholders of record as of the close of'; V. - 'expedite the distribution'; IX, - 'precluded the maintenance of; XIII, - 'Very truly yours', a [+fbrmal] letter-closing formula, etc.;
	absence of interjections, qualifying modal adverbials and other subjectivity markers (cf. 1. Medium).

Textual means
Frequent use of passivization as a means of complex syntactic linkage specifically for preserving theme—rheme sequence (cf. 1. Medium).
5. Province
Commercio-financial circular letter issued by the president ofan international financing company to the company's shareholders. In this letter, the shareholders are being informed about changes in the set-up of the company. The preliminary label 'language of commerce', with which one usually associates a preciseness in giving data of all kinds, textual cohesion and explicitness, especially explicit allowance for possible alternative interpretations to avoid potential (costly) misunderstandings, can be further explained and justified by examining the use of the following linguistic features in this text:
Lexical means
	Use of precise technical terminology, i.e. special commercio-financial lexical items and collocations, e.g. II( - 'pro-rata', 'dividend'; II, - 'holding company'; IV. — 'stockholders' equity'; IV, - 'historical earnings', 'performance', etc.;
	presence of phrases which precisely define the information given or explicitly state conceivable alternatives: II, — 'on and after December 20, 1971', 'to all

shareholders of record as of the close of business on December 17, 1971'; VI.
	'a bank (or broker)'; VI, - 'stamp (or seal)';

(c) absence of foregrounded words and expressions, and ofany kind of figurative language.
Textual means
Presence of strong textual cohesion due to the employment ofseveral mechanisms of theme-dynamics and clausal linkage:
Theme-dynamics:
repetition of lexical items, e.g. 11T , - 'dividend'; II,,3 - 'share'; III(, - 'contribute', 'contribution'; V,,, and VI, - 'certificate®', etc.;
frequency of anaphoric referencing by means of pro-forms for noun phrases, adverbials, predicates, clauses or sentences, e.g. Ill, - 'in return for its contribution', 'in turn', 'that Company', 'all of these shares'; V, - 'That is'; V,
	'this', etc.;
	organization of thematic movement in sequences of theme—rheme to ensure given-new ordering, e.g. II,,, V,,,, V(, VI,,, VII,,.

Clausal linkage:
(a) achieved through logical connectors: IIx - 'of course'; IV, - 'since'; V, - 'That is'; VIII, - 'as a result of; VIII, - 'therefore', etc.
Statement of Function
The function of the text consisting of the two components - ideational and interpersonal - may be summed up in the following way: the addresser's intention is (a) to inform the addressees of a collection of facts as precisely and efficiently as possible and to request action; (b) to establish a positive rapport with the addressees, to convince and reassure them of the appropriateness and advantages of certain moves by the company, to give the addressees a feeling of importance and power, and at the same time to always attempt to be indirect and non-committal as to the moves announced and their potential consequences.
This summary statement of the text's function has been derived by an examination of the ways in which the dimensions arc marked in this text, and the manner in which they contribute to the two functional components.
On the dimension 'Medium', the written to be read mode supports the ideational component of the text's function by facilitating a condensed, uninterrupted and premeditated information flow unimpeded by any direct presence of the addressees in the act of communication. Similarly, on the dimension 'Participation', the lack of addressee participation, i.e. the infrequency of addressee-involving structures, also acts in support of the ideational component by making for a linear, non-alternating and premeditated organization of the message. However, on the same parameter, the few attempts at involving the addressees by addressing them directly, and by putting requests to them, do support the interpersonal component of the textual function.
On the dimension 'Social role relationship', the impersonality of the relationship reinforces the ideational component by promoting an economical transmission of tacts disregarding the social circumstances of addresser and addressee. However, equally strongly supported on this dimension is the interpersonal component: the same linguistic devices which create the impersonality are also used to 'manipulate' the addressees; e.g. the avoidance of a specification of a responsible causer or agent is used to give the addressees the illusion of their obeying an abstract necessity and not the interests of IOS. Further, the attempt at flattering the addressees which we discovered on this dimension also obviously filters into the interpersonal component of the textual function.
The dimension 'Social attitude', which we defined as formal, operates in support of the ideational component of the textual function in that the frequency of complex, abstract noun phrases and impersonal structures, and the exclusive presence of complete, well-planned and well-structured sentences provide for an efficiently condensed and objective information flow.
The dimension 'Province', marked by the use of clearly defined, automatized technical terminology, an explicit consideration of alternative interpretations of certain terms, and strong textual cohesion, clearly supports the ideational component of the text's function as well.
ST and TT comparison and Statement of Quality ST and TT comparison
Mismatches on the following dimensions have been discovered as a result of the
analysis of TT and the comparison of ST and TT:
Participation
TT lacks the explicit involvement of the addressees in a few instances:
	- 'as you know' * bekanntlich |as is common knowledge];
	— 'your dividend certificates' * die A ktienzertifikate [the dividend certificates];

VI, - 'Your bank' * die Bank- [the bank];
VIIj — 'your new Company' = die Value Capital Limited |Value Capital
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Social role relationship
TT is in certain specified instances less reassuring and flattering and less noncommittal and diplomatically indirect vis-a-vis IOS' role and responsibility:
	, — TT uses active voice: this has the effect of stressing I OS i.is theiiit^ which is undesirable in this context, because it is thus more strongly suggested that IOS is important with respect to VCL's future earnings. In view of the fate of IOS, tins is certainly not reassuring to the addressees.
	— *as von know' -t- beltantitlich: TT is less implicitly flattering to the addressees.

— 'your assistance is required ... for your completion' * bit tat tvir Sre , ,.. rfJHs;^'Jí/if/JL,fl |we ask you to fill out]: TT is more direct and forceful. ST expresses the action to he done by the addressees more abstractly and indirectly (nominally); the utterance in ST has the illocutionary force of a subtle suggestion, while the utterance in TT has one of a request. ST tries to suggest that i: is not the company that wants something done, hut that some external necessity suggests a course of action to the addressees.
	— 'your dividend certificates' * rift* AktienZertifilatttt [the dividend certificates]: TT docs not make an attempt to crcatc in the addressees an idea of their own possessions and is tluis less implicitly flattering,

VI — 'asked that you designate' * haben tvir Sit' gebeten [we have asked you]: in ST, the addressees ¡ire not direct recipients of a request, but are left agents of their own initiative. The utterance has the illocutionary force of a subtle suggestion; TT lacks this nuance and is thus less careful and indirect; the illocutionary force in TT is one of a request.
VI, - 'will be sent' * geichicki mwfen sol kit [should be sent]: in ST, the relative clause is a ndn-restrictive one, i.e. the sending of the certificates follows automatically from the naming ot the bank, and the sending is the company's responsibility. In TT, the relative clause has to be understood as a restrictive one, such that the instruction that the certificates should he sent to the designated bank, is the shareholders' responsibility. Hence ST is more reassuring, while TT undiplomatically throws the onus onto the shareholders.
VI, - 'Your bank (or broker) should indicate * Sie tttiissert die Btnih (ottereitten Mahler) bitten [You must ask the bank (or a broker)]: the lack kit the possessive pronoun rend en the expression in TT less implicitly flattering; also, the illocutionary force of the utterance in TT is, mainly through the use of the modal tiHiASL'H [must], one of an order. The addressees thus appear to be dependent on the addresser, Such an illocutionary force is directly opposed to the cautious and diplomatic tenor in ST.
VI [, — 'your new Company' * die i'tilii? Capital Limited |Value Captital Limited]: TT is less implicitly flattering, i.e. it fails to suggest that the addressees are 'owners of the company'.
VII. - ST's impersonal 'it' clause, which reinforces the non-committal and detached tenor of the text, is not matched in TT, which features Value Capital Limited as agent. TT gives an impression of greater certainty, which is unwarranted given the evasive, impersonal structure 'it is anticipated' in ST.
	- 'present intention' * z.Z. (znr Zeil) [at present]: TT's expression z.Z. has the negative connotation of temporariness and fickleness, which is undesirable given the addresser's intention of reassuring his addressees and building up their goodwill.
	- ST's impersonal 'there' clause is rendered in TT by a 'personalized' construction featuring IOS as subject-agent.

X, - 'new facilities being established' * von neueti Einrichtungen [from new facilities]: TT suggests that these facilities are. at the time of utterance, already established. TT loses the 'be'+V-ing connotation of 'being s*:t up right now', a subtle difference, but in TT the addresser again appears to be less non-committal, and carefully evasive.
XI( — ST focuses on Value Capital Limited, which is in theme-position; the role of IOS, from whose failures the addressees' attention is to be detracted, is thus underplayed. In TT, Value Capital Limited appears in non-focused position after IOS is mentioned.
Social attitude
TT is in very few instances less formal, i.e. - consistent with the findings on the dimension 'Social role relationship' — TT appears to be less distant, and more personal and direct:
II( - er bleibt natiirlich [He will of course continue]: in this position, naUirlich gives the sentence an almost colloquial tone. Initial position of natiirtich or the use of the [+formal] selbstverstandlich would have been more suitable.
V^ - 'your assistance is required' * bitten wir Sie [we ask you]: TT is more personal, i.e. less socially distant and formal.
	— Sit- miissen die Bank ... bitten [You must ask the bank]: a personalized, informal expression.
	- ST's impersonal 'it'-clause: 'it is anticipated that' is not matched in formality by TT's more direct, non-impersonal structure.3S Implementation of the original House model
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Province
TT is, in a few instances, less clear, precise, and less textually cohesive than ST:
	- Ihre Unterschrift auf dem Dii'idenden-Znstelhmgsforniular zn bestatigen (to confirm your signature on the Dividend Instruction Form]: the prepositional phrase auf dan [on the] is ambiguous; it may either be an adjectival or an adverbial phrase of location, i.e. it may qualify either bestaligen [confirm] or Unterschrift [signature]. Thus TT appears to be less unambiguously clear.

IX, - TT does not preserve the theme—rheme sequence as it starts the clause with the rheme, thus losing the textual linkage to the preceding paragraphs.
IX, — TT lacks ST's anaphoric noun phrase 'these operations' (a consequence of the different thematic organization of IX, in TT).
XIj - beabsiclttigt diese [the latter ... intends]: undesirable ambiguity of the anaphoric pronoun diese*s [the latter s] referent.
Overtly erroneous errors
There are two mismatches of the referential meanings of ST and TT items:
II, - wrong selection: 'newly established ... holding company' * eiite nach dem Recht der Bahamas nen-gegriindete Cesellschaft [an according to the law of the Bahamas newly founded company] (Bahaniische Holding Gesellschaft would have been adequate).
	— wrong selection: 'It is anticipated' = wird die Value Capital Limited (Value Capital Limited will]. The choice of the future tense in TT does not express the uncertainty of an anticipation (the adverbial I'oraussichtlich should have been included).

Further, we discovered one breach of the target language system, to be
subcatcgorizcd as a case of dubious acceptability:
III, - erhielt die IOS 6.2 Millionen Aktien ... die alle i>on der ¡OS ... [IOS received 6.2 million shares ... all ofwhich ... by IOS]: this is a confusingand illogical structure because IOS is the subject of the main clause and it appears in a prepositional phrase in a passivized relative clause. Hence passivization serves no real purpose as it does not omit the agent. We claim that this structure is counter-intuitive, and of dubious acceptability. The following similar example seems to confirm our assumption: 'each of us received S20 which was spent by each of us on the spot'. This example — and III, in the present text - is only acceptable if the agents in the main clause and the passivized relative clause are non-identical.
Statement of Quality
The comparison of ST and TT along the eight parameters shows that there are mismatches oil all dimensions of language use but 'Medium1; however, by far the greatest number of mismatches occur oil the 'Social role relationship' parameter, rendering TT lit the specified instances less flattering to the addressees, less diplomatically polite and deliberately non-committal, i.e. blunter and more direct. C learly, the interpersonal component has been altered through these mismatches. The few mismatches on the dimension 'Participation' which result in TT's involving the addressees less directly arid explicitly in a few (for the addressees positive) instances also detract from the interpersonal functional component. The few mismatches on 'Social attitude' which render TT less/ofw/ also alter the interpersonal component of the textual function by making TT less socially distant, and carefully polite. The mismatches on 'Province1, which result in TT being less unambiguously clear and textually cohesive, as well as the three overtly erroneous errors, alfect the ideational component of ST's function by detracting in these few instances from a clear and efficient passing on of i n formation .
From this eonliguratioii of mismatches, it becomes clear that, while the ideational component of ST's function is violated to a minor degree only, ST's interpersonal functional component is violated to a considerable extent as evidenced by the pattern of mismatches along the dimension of 'Social role relationship. Thus, we may say that with regard to the addresser's implicit attempt at giving the addressees a feeling of importance and his desire to be noncommittal, indirect, and diplomatic about the consequences of the changes in his company, TT has serious shortcomings which we have specified in detail above.

